Spring 2020 Grade Policy – Administrative

Undergraduate

P (Pass) Grade

- Can be assigned for work that is at the C- grade level or better at the request of the student. In UAConnect the P grade works like a C grade for meeting prerequisites and degree requirements. For instance, if a course or degree requirement requires a C or better, then the P grade will meet that requirement. The P grade does not affect the student’s GPA.

- When a letter grade is changed to P, the original letter grade will be recorded and viewable in UAConnect.

- Fay Jones School of Architecture: Grades of C- will not be assigned.

PD (Pass with a D) Grade

- Automatically posted to classes where a D letter grade assigned. In UAConnect the PD grade does count as hours and can count as meeting degree and course requirements unless a grade of C or better is stipulated. The PD grade does not affect the student’s GPA. PD grades will count towards the maximum number of D hours allowed for programs that have a limit on D grades.

NC (No Credit) Grade

- Automatically posted to classes where a F letter grade assigned. In UAConnect the NC grade does not count as hours nor does it meet any degree or course requisite requirements. The NC grade does not affect the student’s GPA. Students may request a NC grade for D, PD. They may also request a NC for A, B, C letter grades if they choose.

Graduate

P (Pass) Grade

- Can be assigned for work that is at the C grade level or better at the request of the student. In UAConnect the P grade works like a C grade for meeting prerequisites and degree requirements. For instance, if a course or degree requirement requires a C or better, then the P grade will meet that requirement. The P grade does not affect the student’s GPA.

- When a letter grade is changed to P, the original letter grade will be recorded and viewable in UAConnect.

- When one student is allowed a P grade in a course another student cannot be denied the use of the P grade.

NC (No Credit) Grade

- Automatically posted to all classes where a D or F letter grade is assigned. In UAConnect the NC grade does not count as hours nor does it meet any degree or course requirements. The NC grade does not affect the student’s GPA.

Law

All course work will be graded as Pass/Fail or Incomplete for the semester.